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            Abstract
The conserved and essential DEAD-box RNA helicase Ded1p from yeast and its mammalian orthologue DDX3 are critical for the initiation of translation1. Mutations in DDX3 are linked to tumorigenesis2,3,4 and intellectual disability5, and the enzyme is targeted by a range of viruses6. How Ded1p and its orthologues engage RNAs during the initiation of translation is unknown. Here we show, by integrating transcriptome-wide analyses of translation, RNA structure and Ded1p–RNA binding, that the effects of Ded1p on the initiation of translation are connected to near-cognate initiation codons in 5′ untranslated regions. Ded1p associates with the translation pre-initiation complex at the mRNA entry channel and repressing the activity of Ded1p leads to the accumulation of RNA structure in 5′ untranslated regions, the initiation of translation from near-cognate start codons immediately upstream of these structures and decreased protein synthesis from the corresponding main open reading frames. The data reveal a program for the regulation of translation that links Ded1p, the activation of near-cognate start codons and mRNA structure. This program has a role in meiosis, in which a marked decrease in the levels of Ded1p is accompanied by the activation of the alternative translation initiation sites that are seen when the activity of Ded1p is repressed. Our observations indicate that Ded1p affects translation initiation by controlling the use of near-cognate initiation codons that are proximal to mRNA structure in 5′ untranslated regions.
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                    Fig. 1: Defects in Ded1p activate alternative translation initiation sites.[image: ]


Fig. 2: mRNA structure unwinding by Ded1p and ATIS activation.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Ded1p cross-linking to the 40S ribosomal subunit and to mRNAs.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Ded1p function on 5′ UTRs.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 mRNA expression, and translation profiles in wild-type DED1 and ded1-95.
a, Correlation of ribosome footprint counts between two biological replicates in wild-type DED1 at 30 °C (n = 5,523). b, Correlation of mRNA expression levels between two biological replicates in wild-type DED1 at 30 °C (n = 5,372). c, Correlation of ribosome footprint counts between two biological replicates in wild-type DED1, 5 min after temperature shift to 37 °C (n = 5,523). d, Correlation of mRNA expression levels between two biological replicates in wild-type DED1, 5 min after temperature shift to 37 °C (n = 5,372). e, Correlation of ribosome footprint counts between two biological replicates in ded1-95 at 30 °C (n = 5,523). f, Correlation of mRNA expression levels between two biological replicates in ded1-95 at 30 °C (n = 5,372). g, Correlation of ribosome footprint counts between two biological replicates in ded1-95, 5 min after temperature shift to 37 °C (n = 5,523). h, Correlation of mRNA expression levels between two biological replicates in ded1-95, 5 min after temperature shift to 37 °C (n = 5,372). i, Correlation of mRNA expression levels between wild-type DED1 and ded1-95 at 30 °C (n = 2,976). Each data point represents the average of at least two replicates. j, Correlation of translational efficiencies between wild-type DED1 and ded1-95 at 30 °C (n = 2,976). Each data point represents the average of at least two replicates. k, Representative polysome profiles of wild-type DED1 and ded1-95 strains at 30 °C and 5 min after shift to 37 °C. Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. l, Changes in translational efficiencies (∆TE) for mRNAs in ded1-95, compared to wild-type DED1, 5 min after temperature shift (mean of two biological replicates). The dotted line indicates no change. m, Fraction of 18S rRNA in polysome fractions, compared to the entire sample, at 30 °C and 5 min after temperature shift to 37 °C. Each bar represents the average of three independent experiments. Empty circles represent each replicate. n, Cumulative distribution of translational efficiencies of wild-type DED1 and ded1-95, 5 min after temperature shift to 37 °C (n = 2,976). Each data point represents the average of at least two replicates.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 2 A subset of mRNAs is largely insensitive to Ded1p.
a, mRNA groups defined by Gene Ontology term with translation that is strongly affected (green) or largely unaffected by Ded1p (blue). Box plots (group median) of change in translational efficiencies. Box boundaries, upper and lower quartiles; error bars, 1.5 × interquartile range. The black box plot marks changes in translational efficiencies for all mRNAs (Fig. 1b). mRNAs for each Gene Ontology term were extracted from the Saccharomyces Genome Database (https://www.yeastgenome.org). The false discovery rate q value indicates the enrichment P value according to a hypergeometric model after correction for multiple testing using the Benjamini and Hochberg method46. b, Box plots (as in a) of 5′ UTR lengths and median of the shift in the normalized centre of ribosome density (Fig. 1b) for Gene Ontology term defined mRNA groups, colour-coded as in a.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 3 Activation of ATIS in ded1-95 upon temperature shift.
a, Fraction of ribosome footprints on 5′ UTRs in wild-type DED1 and ded1-95, (5 min, 37 °C, n = 3,273). The red line indicates the mean. Statistical significance for the difference between ded1-95 and wild-type DED1: P = 1.2 × 10−119 (two tailed t-test). A similar result was obtained in an independent replicate (P = 5.4 × 10−47). b, Changes in the fraction of ribosomes on 5′ UTRs for all mRNAs (n = 2,660) in wild-type DED1 compared to ded1-95, 5 min after temperature shift to 37 °C. The values on the x-axis represent the ratio (log2) of the fraction of ribosomes on each 5′ UTR in the wild type, divided by the fraction of ribosomes on the same 5′ UTR in ded1-95. Each value represents the mean of two independent biological replicates. c, Representative northern blots of PSA1 after sucrose gradient centrifugation for wild-type DED1 and ded1-95, at 30 °C. A similar result was obtained in an independent biological replicate. d, Fraction of ribosome footprints on 5′ UTRs in wild-type DED1 and ded1-95, (5 min, 37 °C), measured only in 80S monosomes (n = 973, reads from two independent experiments combined). Statistical significance for the difference between ded1-95 and wild-type DED1: P = 1.2×10−50 (two tailed t-test). e, Mean ribosome occupancy within 10 nt 3′ and 5′ of the high-confidence ATIS in 5′ UTRs (moving average ± 1 nt, 5 min, 37 °C), measured without cycloheximide. f, Mean ribosome occupancy within 10 nt 3′ and 5′ of the high-confidence ATIS in 5′ UTRs (n = 274) in 80S monosomes (moving average ± 1 nt, 5 min, 37 °C). g, Mean ribosome occupancy within 10 nt 3′ and 5′ of all near-cognate initiation codons (n = 61,614; excluding medium-confidence ATIS) in 5′ UTRs (moving average ± 1 nt, 5 min, 37 °C). h, Ribosome occupancy of 3′ ends in small upstream open reading frames (smORFs) initiating at high-confidence ATIS in ded1-95 before (t = 0) and after (t = 5 min) temperature shift. smORFs were included in this analysis if its length exceeds three codons and if the smORF terminates at least 11 nt upstream of the main AUG codon (n = 76). i, Ribosome occupancy of 3′ ends of smORFs defined in e in wild-type DED1 before (t = 0) and after (t = 5 min) temperature shift. j, Ribosome occupancy 4 nt 5′ and 20 nt 3′ of high-confidence ATIS on 5′ UTRs (n = 274) for ded1-95, 5 min after temperature shift. The dashed lines indicate the first nucleotide of the marked in-frame codons. k, Ribosome occupancy 4 nt 5′ and 20 nt 3′ of the main AUG (mAUG) of mRNAs containing high-confidence ATIS on 5′ UTRs for ded1-95, 5 min after temperature shift. For mRNAs with multiple high-confidence ATIS in their 5′ UTR, the main AUG was counted only once. The dashed lines indicate the first nucleotide of the marked in-frame codons. l, Ribosome occupancy 4 nt 5′ and 20 nt 3′ of high-confidence ATIS-matched random positions (averaged from five randomizations) on 5′ UTRs (n = 274) for ded1-95, 5 min after temperature shift. The dashed line indicates the first nucleotide.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 4 Characteristics of small open reading frames associated with activated ATISs.
a, Enrichment or depletion of each near-cognate codon in ATISs over the background distribution of the codon. P values determined using a two-tailed t-test. b, Mean translation initiation site score (positions −6 to +6, excluding +1 to +3), calculated according to previously published methods47, for high-stringency ATIS (n = 274, red), and TIS of main ORFs (n = 4,972, grey). A TIS score exceeding 0.01 is considered a potential translational initiation site14. c, Changes in translational efficiencies (ΔTE) for mRNAs in ded1-95, compared to wild-type DED1, 5 min after temperature shift for all mRNAs (Fig. 1b) and ATIS-containing mRNAs. d, Length of the small open reading frames (smORFs) associated with ded1-95-activated ATIS. smORFs encoding N-terminal extensions were excluded from the analysis. e, Type of smORFs associated with ded1-95-activated ATIS. The bar graphs show the fraction of smORFs that falls into each category. The distribution of changes in translation efficiency (ΔTE) for RNAs with each type of smORF did not differ significantly.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 5 mRNA structure unwinding by Ded1p in cells using DMS MaPSeq.
a, Schematic for DMS-MaPseq approach to monitor RNA structure unwinding by Ded1p. All DMS-MapSeq experiments were performed 5 min after temperature shift. b, Representative DMS MaPSeq tracks in the PSA1 5′ UTR 5 min after temperature shift for wild-type DED1 (grey) and ded1-95 (red). Bars show normalized reverse transcription stops. A similar result was obtained in an independent replicate. The average Pearson’s correlation coefficient of DMS-MaPseq counts per 5′ UTR between two replicates (5 min after temperature shift to 37 °C) were R = 0.57 (n = 864) for the wild type and R = 0.63 (n = 692) for ded1-95. The ribosome occupancy track for ded1-95 is shown for reference. c, Unwinding of mRNA structure by Ded1p for different mRNA regions. Similar results were obtained in two independent experiments.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 6 XL-RAP–seq and iCLIP
a, Correlation of sequence reads (fragments per kilobase of exon per million fragments mapped, FPKM) per mRNA for two independent biological XL-RAP–seq replicates (n = 2,992) b, Fraction of mRNA (40%) and rRNA (44%) cross-linked to wild-type Ded1p as a fraction of all sequencing reads (mean of two independent experiments). n = 4,280 mRNAs exceed a minimal read count of FPKM ≥ 10. c, Correlation of the number of reverse transcription stops (FPKM) per mRNA for the two independent iCLIP approaches. Replicate 1, FLAG-tagged Ded1p; replicate 2, HTBH-tagged Ded1p; n = 4,007.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Ded1p binding sites on 18S RNA and mRNAs.
a, Ded1p binding sites on helix 720 (exit) and helix 16 (entry) (red) are in close proximity to the binding sites of eIF3c (purple) and eIF3b (green) on the 40S ribosomal subunit42 (rRNA, grey; ribosomal proteins, cyan). b, Localization of Ded1p (apricot) on helix 16 of the PIC. Schematic model of the yeast PIC with eIF3 (http://www.bangroup.ethz.ch/research/eukaryotic_translation_initiation.html and references therein); the positioning of eIF4G572-853 and eIF4A is derived from previously published work48. The position of the eIF4G C terminus is hypothetical. The helicase core of Ded1p was modelled in analogy to the DDX3 core structure49, with the RNA binding site in contact with helix 16 at the main iCLIP cross-link sites. The position of the low-complexity N terminus of Ded1p is hypothetical. c, Sequence logo of Ded1p binding sites on mRNAs. Sets of 104 binding sites were randomly sampled from all Ded1p cross-linking sites and used as input to create a sequence logo (http://weblogo.berkeley.edu). All subsets yielded essentially the same sequence logo as shown here. Position zero denotes the reverse transcription stop.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Representative northern blots of PSA1 (Δ2°) and ATP5 (ΔATIS, Δ2°) for wild-type DED1 and ded1-95.
a, Representative RNA blots (5 min, 37 °C) for the PSA1 mRNA with altered secondary structure, 3′ of the ATIS (Δ2°). Similar results were obtained in three independent biological replicates. b, Quantification of RNA blots for accumulation of the PSA1 Δ2° mRNA in monosomes in ded1-95, compared to wild-type DED1. The line indicates the average. The P value for the difference in monosome accumulation was determined using a one-tailed t-test. c, Representative ribosome profiling tracks for the 5′ UTR of ATP5 in wild-type DED1 and ded1-95 (at 30 °C and after temperature shift). The near-cognate initiation codon is highlighted by a star. For comparison, Ded1p cross-linking (yellow track) and differential DMS-MaPseq tracks (log2(ded1-95/wild type), unwound mRNA regions are marked by red bars and have negative values) for the 5′ UTR of the ATP5 mRNA are also shown. Similar results were obtained in two independent experiments. d, DMS-MapSeq-constrained secondary-structure model of a fragment of the ATP5 mRNA 5′ UTR. The ATIS is marked by a line. Ded1p cross-linking (iCLIP) and unwinding (DMS-MapSeq) for each nucleotide are indicated. The ratio of normalized DMS-MapSeq counts of wild type/ded1-95 in two categories: yellow triangles, 0.6 – 1.0 (moderately unwound) and red triangles, >1.0 (strongly unwound). e, Representative RNA blots (5 min, 37 °C) for wild-type ATP5 mRNA and the same mRNA with mutations in the ATIS (ΔATIS) or with altered secondary structure 3′ of the ATIS (Δ2°) for wild-type DED1 and ded1-95. Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. f, Quantification of RNA blots for accumulation of the ATP5 ΔATIS and Δ2° mRNA in monosomes in ded1-95, compared to wild-type DED1. Lines indicate averages and P values were determined using a one-tailed t-test.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 9 Ded1p binding and mRNA remodelling can occur without decreased translation efficiency if no near-cognate initiation codon is present.
Ded1p iCLIP track, differential DMS-MaPseq track (5 min, 37 °C) and ribosome occupancy tracks (5 min, 37 °C) of wild-type DED1 and ded1-95 for ADH3 mRNA, the translation of which is largely unaffected by Ded1p (ΔTE = −0.1). 5′ UTR and ORF are marked. iCLIP and DMS-MaPseq tracks show Ded1p binding and remodelling of the 5′ UTR, ribosome profiling tracks indicate no significant accumulation of ribosomes in the 5′ UTR. Similar results were obtained in two independent experiments.


Extended Data Fig. 10 ATIS conservation across fungi and Ded1p-mediated activation of upstream ORFs starting from near-cognate initiation codons.
a, Sequence conservation in fungi around high-confidence ATIS (moving average of ±1 nt). Positive values indicate higher sequence conservation than the average of five randomly chosen positions on the same 5′ UTR for each ATIS, negative values indicate less sequence conservation (conservation scores were obtained from the sacCer3 phastCons7way dataset, on the basis of sequence homology between the following species: S. cerevisiae, S. paradoxus, S. mikatae, S. kudriavzevii, S. bayanus, Naumoovozyma castellii and Lachancea kluyveri)50. b, Ribosome occupancy tracks (30 °C and 5 min, 37 °C) of wild-type DED1 and ded1-95 for ALA1 mRNA. 5′ UTR and ORF are indicated. The ACG initiation codon (−25, marked) has been previously shown to function as an ATIS for the mitochondrial isoform of Ala1p29. Similar results were obtained in two independent biological replicates for each experiment. c, Ribosome occupancy tracks (5 min, 37 °C) of ded1-95 and wild-type DED1 (vegetative control and anaphase II) for PSA1 mRNA. ATISs are marked by dashed lines. Similar results were obtained in two (vegetative control) and four (anaphase II) independent experiments. d, Ribosome-protected fragments mapping to DED1 in vegetative cells and cells in anaphase II. Data are the mean of two (vegetative) and four (anaphase II) independent experiments, circles represent each replicate.

                          Source data
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